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#1
A range of 
digital users



HIGH-TECH
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HUMANISATION
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NEEDING 

ASSISTANCE

Digi’mobiles

31%

Offlines

30%

Web 
Focused

25%

Followers

14%

4 types of digital mobility in France 

Keoscopie 2016
3000 interviews 



4 groups of digital mobility in the largest cities of Europe – 68 % of survey respondents positionned in one group

….Same profiles for Europe
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International Keoscopie 2018
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Signals that aren’t weak but strong…

70
%

71
%

50
%

50
%
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Digital is great…

92

8

82

18

87

13

It helps me save time It simplifies my life It gives me access
to knowledge
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But at the rate it’s going…

I’m afraid of not 
being able to keep up

When I do something online it’s very
important to be able to count on 
someone by other means

54
46

55

45



An analysis of citizens planning their journey: not a great
experience…

A ‘nightmare’

6/10

4/10 

Good website, good reflexes, 

but 1/3 still have a lot of trouble



…with the discovery of an efficient call centre!



Our DNA: No one gets left by the wayside

Our motto: Serving all passengers, from the illiterate to the e-passenger

▪ Key learning : possible digital answer for everybody



Une attente de réponse digitale pour le plus grand nombre: ne 
laisser personne sur le bord de la route

Our DNA: No one gets left by the wayside

Our motto: Serving all passengers, from the illiterate to the e-passenger

▪ Pre-requisites: simplicity, step-by-step coaching and a high-level of 
personnalisation

▪ Intelligent infrastructure and not only mobile apps

▪ Digital creating links and promoting mutual aid

▪ Mobility services need to be accessible to everyone



A race to create the most high-tech solutions,
but it’s still important to maintain low-tech simplicity

A growing number of devices:
from personal digital to public digital, collective and free

Worldwide, technology is being questioned
The conflict between acceleration and digital accessibility
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#2
Smart analysis of data  
is not always that easy



Beware of being short-sighted
Don’t always believe what you see…



1,180

Congestion at the entrance of big cities is hiding traffic
flows in the other direction

1,360

Molsheim
10 000 inhabitants

Strasbourg 
300 000 inhabitants



A lot of people travel during peak hours but they
are not only travelling during these times.
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Why are home-work commutes not sufficient for 
understanding the link between cities ?

780 820

day

week 6.000

2.000

2 weeks 8 400

month 13 400

1 100

11 300

25,000 residents

450,000 residents



Thank you.
Questions?


